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10 X Intuition  

Welcome to Harvest Community Church 

Series: 10 X 

Text: Exodus 18:13-24 

 

 

People who are 10 X  see  things differently and  evaluate  things differently than other people.  

They have an intuition about what is really happening and what to do about it. Some people are 

gifted with intuition and others must learn it.  Intuition is a combination of  listening  to the 

leading of the Holy Spirit and perceptive observation.  

 

Many people think that they are not intuitive.  What they are saying is that there are areas of their 

life they have not yet learned or are not really perceptive about.  No one is intuitive in all areas of 

life, but everyone is intuitive in their area of  giftedness . 

 

When I counsel people or am preparing a message, I can see things that others can’t see, and am 

able to  formulate  a good direction.  When it comes to painting a house and decorating, I know 

what I like but my wife and daughter-in law know how to actually fit it all together.  They see 

things differently.  

 

There is a big difference in the way Tiger Woods sees a golf course and the way everyone else 

sees it.  Payton Manning and Tom Brady are two of the greatest quarterbacks to ever play in the 

NFL.  Both have immense natural talent and athletic ability.  What sets them apart from all the 

others is the amount of  work  that they put in off the field through physical conditioning and 

study.  They know all the plays, they know the defenses inside and out and it shows as they 

calmly step up to execute each play.  They have incredible intuition and insight at what to do. 

They are truly  gifted . 

 

If your gift is mercy, you can  sense when someone needs comfort and how to give it.  If your 

gift is service or helps you instinctively know when and how to help people in need.  If you are 

an encourager, you can see when people are struggling, and you know what to say in a way that 

they will receive it.  If your gift is administration, you can see a situation, room or organization 

in disarray and you can see how to make it flow efficiently.  

 

Those who are 10 X are intuitive because they are  readers . Proverbs 16:21-22  They are 

always watching and learning in order to help others.  

 

Intuition is defined – direct perception of truth and fact, independent of any reasoning process; 

quick insight. 

 

Intuition doesn’t exclude thinking; it just occurs so quickly that you can’t easily put a finger on 

the process. It’s like reading. You don’t think about it you just do it.  
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Those who are 10 X are intuitive readers  

 

1) They are readers of  situations .  When Jethro saw the way that Moses was leading the 

people, he immediately saw the problem and sized up the situation perfectly.  

Exodus 18:14-17  He didn’t have to form a committee or do research.  He saw what was 

happening and formulated a plan.  

The very first piece of advice that Jethro gave Moses was to take it to prayer and get the 

mind of God about it. Exodus 18:19 

 

2) Those who are 10 X are readers of trends .  They can see what is happening in the present 

and how it will impact the future.  Jethro could see Moses was headed for trouble.  

Exodus 18:18  Even if Moses was being effective at the moment what he was doing was not  

sustainable  over the long term. In order to prevent a problem, there needed to be change. 

Much like a QB calling an audible at the line.  

Those who are 10 X understand that in order for change to work there must be good  

communication  about how and why. Exodus 18:20  10 X people understand that in order to 

help people they need both information and direction – this is called  teaching . 

 

3) Those who are 10 X are readers of  resources .  When a QB calls an audible he may see a 

mismatch in coverage and rearrange the personnel on the field.  10 X people understand that 

God is a God of resources in every situation.  Philippians 4:19, 2 Corinthians 9:10,  

Exodus 18:25  It is important that we understand God has already given us all that we need.  

 

4) Those who are 10 X are readers of  people .  Jethro understood people well enough to know 

who was capable of what based on ability, temperament, and personality.  There had to be 

insight to know who could lead thousands, hundreds, fifties and tens. 

Exodus 18:25 (NLT) 
 

5) Those who are 10 X are readers of  themselves .  They know their own strengths and 

weaknesses and their areas of giftedness, anointing and calling.  Saul was anointed to be 

king, he was not anointed to be a prophet and got in trouble when he did Samuel’s job.  

Jethro knew his place.  He could help and assist Moses; it was not his calling to lead the 

Hebrew people.  

 

 

Those who are 10 X add  value  to the lives of others.  They deposit something into peoples lives 

that help them to grow and excel.  It could be confidence, understanding, teaching or friendship.  

Jethro wanted to see Moses go the  distance .  Exodus 18:23 

 

Characteristics of 10X leaders for those to becoming 10X 

 

 They provide  correction .   They see things differently.  Think of a parent teaching a 

teenager how to drive and what things to look for.  Anyone can see problems, those who are 

10 X know how to correct them.  They are able to help people make course adjustments. 

Moses clearly saw the problems and needs of the people.  Exodus 18:14  Jethro helped 

Moses to organize in order to meet those needs effectively.  
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 They provide direction .  They keep the big picture in mind.  They have the ability to look 

farther ahead and anticipate what needs done.  Jethro knew that the people needed to go to 

their place in peace.  Exodus 18:23 (NLT)  Jethro provided a path for Moses to shoulder his 

responsibilities and for the people’s needs to be met. 

 

 They provide  structure .  Jethro helped Moses create a system that created a natural flow.  

People were able to work, flourish, and contribute according to their ability. Remember those 

who are 10 X take complex things and simplify them.  

 

 They provide  support .  Moses needed help.  These people would be his Aaron and Hur at a 

different level.  Exodus 17:10-14  Notice this happened just the next chapter after the battle.  

All of us need the help of others in all different aspects of life.  Those who are  

10 X understand the power of relationships and that we are better together.  Remember Jesus 

describes the church as a body, each part with its own unique and important function.  

 

 They provide  confidence .  They see expectantly.  Moses trusted Jethro’s advice.  

Exodus 18:24 &27  Moses listened to Jethro.  His father-in-law stayed just long enough to 

implement the plan and Moses was confident enough to let him move on and go home. 10 X 

people replicate other 10 X people who are then confident enough to do what needs done.  

 

 

Jethro gained nothing from helping Moses except appreciation. The insight was a  gift  that 

added value – that’s what 10 X people do.  


